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Formal construction Formal construction 
Formal construction is explained in Formal construction is explained in two stepstwo steps
1.1. Construction rules (Construction rules (αα rule, rule, ββ rule, rule, γγ rule for rule for ∀∀x, and x, and δδ rule for rule for ∃∃y)  y)  

These rules might These rules might notnot be systematic, but enough for showing be systematic, but enough for showing soundnesssoundness of of 
a semantic tableau.a semantic tableau.

2.2. SystematicSystematic construction rules, which specify construction rules, which specify the orderthe order of applying rules of applying rules 
Systematic construction rules can show the Systematic construction rules can show the completenesscompleteness of a semantic of a semantic 
tableautableau

Def 5.25  A Def 5.25  A literalliteral is a is a closedclosed atomic formula p(aatomic formula p(a11,,……,,aakk) or the ) or the 
negation of such a formulanegation of such a formula

If a formula has If a formula has no free variableno free variable, it is , it is closedclosed.  Therefore, if an atomic .  Therefore, if an atomic 
formula is closed, all of its arguments are constants.formula is closed, all of its arguments are constants.

∀x ∃x
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Formal construction rules (1/2)Formal construction rules (1/2)

AlgAlg 5.26 (Construction of a semantic tableau)5.26 (Construction of a semantic tableau)
Input: A formula A of the predicate calculusInput: A formula A of the predicate calculus
Output: A semantic tableau Output: A semantic tableau TT for Afor A

Each node of Each node of TT will be labeled with a set of formulas.will be labeled with a set of formulas.
Initially, Initially, TT consists of a single node, the root, labeled with {A}consists of a single node, the root, labeled with {A}

All branches are either All branches are either 
infiniteinfinite oror
finitefinite withwith

leaves marked leaves marked closedclosed oror
leaves marked leaves marked openopen

TT is built is built inductivelyinductively by choosing an unmarked by choosing an unmarked leaf lleaf l labeled with a labeled with a 
set of formulas set of formulas U(U(ll), and applying ), and applying oneone of the following rules:of the following rules:
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Formal construction rules (2/2)Formal construction rules (2/2)
If If U(U(ll) is a set of literals and ) is a set of literals and γγ––formulas which contains a formulas which contains a 
complementary pair of literals {p(acomplementary pair of literals {p(a11,,……,,aakk), ), ¬¬p(ap(a11,,……,,aakk)}, )}, 
mark the mark the leafleaf closed xclosed x
If If U(U(ll) is ) is notnot a set of literals, a set of literals, choosechoose a formula A in a formula A in U(U(ll) ) 
which is not a literalwhich is not a literal

if A is an if A is an αα--formulaformula or or ββ--formulaformula, do the same as in , do the same as in 
propositional calculuspropositional calculus
if A is a if A is a γγ−−formulaformula (such as (such as ∀∀x Ax A11(x)), create a new node (x)), create a new node ll’’ as as 
a child of a child of ll and label and label ll’’ with with U(U(ll’’) = ) = U(U(ll) ) ∪∪ {{γγ((aa)} where )} where aa is is 
some constant that appears in some constant that appears in U(U(ll) () (infinite branch)infinite branch)

If no constant exists in If no constant exists in U(lU(l), use an arbitrary constant, say ), use an arbitrary constant, say aaii
Note that the Note that the γγ--formula formula remainsremains in in U(U(ll’’).  ).  
If If U(U(ll) consists ) consists onlyonly of literals and of literals and γγ--formulas and formulas and U(U(ll) does ) does notnot
contain a contain a complementary paircomplementary pair of literals and of literals and U(U(ll’’)=)=U(U(ll) for all ) for all 
choices of a, then mark the leaf as choices of a, then mark the leaf as open Oopen O. . (finite branch)(finite branch)

If the only rule that applies is a If the only rule that applies is a γγ−−rule and the rule produces no new rule and the rule produces no new 
subformulassubformulas, then the branch is open., then the branch is open.

ex. for {ex. for {∀∀x x p(a,xp(a,x)}, ({)}, ({a},{(a,a)},{aa},{(a,a)},{a}) is a model for it.}) is a model for it.
if A is a if A is a δδ formulaformula (such as (such as ∃∃x Ax A11(x)), create a new node (x)), create a new node ll’’ as a as a 
child of child of ll and label and label ll’’ with with U(U(ll’’) = () = (U(U(ll) ) –– {A}) {A}) ∪∪ {{δδ((aa)} where )} where aa is is 
some constant that does some constant that does notnot appear in appear in U(U(ll).).

r,U(r)=A

l,U(l)

l’,U(l’)
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SoundnessSoundness
ThmThm 5.28 (5.28 (SoundnessSoundness)  let A be a formula in the predicate calculus and let )  let A be a formula in the predicate calculus and let TT be a be a 
tableau for A.  If tableau for A.  If TT closes, then A is closes, then A is unsatisfiableunsatisfiable..

However, the construction of the tableau is However, the construction of the tableau is not completenot complete unless it is built systematically.unless it is built systematically.
ex. ex. ∀∀xx∃∃yy p(x,yp(x,y) ) ∧∧ ∀∀x(p(x)x(p(x)∧¬∧¬p(xp(x))))

The proof is by induction on the The proof is by induction on the height hheight h of node nof node n
Cases for h=0, and the inductive cases for Cases for h=0, and the inductive cases for αα, , ββ formulas is the same as the proof in formulas is the same as the proof in 
the propositional calculusthe propositional calculus
Case 3: The Case 3: The γγ––rulerule was used.  Thenwas used.  Then

U(nU(n) = U) = U00 ∪∪ {{∀∀x x A(xA(x)} and )} and U(nU(n’’)=U)=U00 ∪∪ {{∀∀x x A(xA(x), ), A(aA(a)})}
Assume that Assume that U(nU(n) is ) is satisfiablesatisfiable and let and let II be a model for be a model for U(nU(n), so that ), so that vvII(A(Aii) = T for all A) = T for all Aii ∈∈
UU00(n) and also v(n) and also vII((∀∀ x A(X)) = T.x A(X)) = T.
By By ThmThm 5.15, v5.15, vII((∀∀ x x A(xA(x)) = T )) = T iffiff vvσσII

=T for all assignments =T for all assignments σσII, in particular for any assignment , in particular for any assignment 
that assigns the same domain element to x that that assigns the same domain element to x that II does to adoes to a

But But vvII(A(a(A(a)) = T )) = T contradictscontradicts the inductive hypothesis that the inductive hypothesis that U(nU(n’’) is ) is unsatisfiableunsatisfiable

Case 4: The Case 4: The δδ--rule was used.  Thenrule was used.  Then
U(nU(n) = ) = UUoo ∪∪ {{∃∃ x x A(xA(x)} and )} and U(nU(n’’) = U) = U00 ∪∪ {{A(aA(a)} for some constant a which does not occur in )} for some constant a which does not occur in 
a formula of a formula of U(nU(n))
Assume that Assume that U(nU(n) is ) is satisfiablesatisfiable and let and let II = (D,{R= (D,{R11,,……,R,Rnn},{d},{d11,,……,,ddkk}) be a satisfying }) be a satisfying 
interpretation.interpretation.
Then Then vvII((∃∃xA(xxA(x)) = T, so for the relation )) = T, so for the relation RRii assignmedassignmed to A and for some dto A and for some d∈∈ D, (d) D, (d) ∈∈ RRii.  .  
Extend Extend II to the interpretation to the interpretation II’’=(D,{R=(D,{R11,,……,R,Rnn},{d},{d11,,……,,ddkk,d,d}) by assigning d to the constant a.}) by assigning d to the constant a.

Then Then vvII’’(A(a(A(a))=T, and since v))=T, and since vII’’(U(U00) = v) = vII(U(U00) = T, we can conclude that ) = T, we can conclude that vvII’’(U(n(U(n’’))=T, ))=T, 
contradictingcontradicting the inductive hypothesis that the inductive hypothesis that U(nU(n’’) is ) is unsatisfiableunsatisfiable
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SystematicSystematic formal construction rules (1/2)formal construction rules (1/2)

The The aimaim of the systematic construction is to ensure that of the systematic construction is to ensure that 
1.1. rules are rules are eventuallyeventually applied to applied to all formulasall formulas in the label of a node andin the label of a node and
2.2. in the case of universally quantified formulas, that an instancein the case of universally quantified formulas, that an instance is is 

created for created for all constantsall constants that appearsthat appears

AlgAlg 5.29 (5.29 (SystematicSystematic construction of a semantic tableau)construction of a semantic tableau)
Input: A formula A of the predicate calculusInput: A formula A of the predicate calculus
Output: A semantic tableau Output: A semantic tableau TT for Afor A

key idea: to apply key idea: to apply αα,,ββ,,δδ, and , and γγ rules rules in orderin order, to prevent infinite branch due to , to prevent infinite branch due to 
γγ rule from rule from hiddinghidding that an branch is closedthat an branch is closed

A semantic tableau for A is a tree A semantic tableau for A is a tree TT each node of which is labeled by a each node of which is labeled by a 
pair pair W(nW(n) = () = (U(n),U(n),C(nC(n))), where ), where U(nU(n) = {A) = {A11,,……,,AAkk} is a set of formulas and } is a set of formulas and 
C(nC(n) = {a) = {a11,,……,a,amm}} is a set of constants appearing in the formulas in is a set of constants appearing in the formulas in U(nU(n))
Initially, Initially, TT consists of a single node (the root) labeled with ({A},{aconsists of a single node (the root) labeled with ({A},{a11,,……,a,amm})})

If A has no constants, choose an arbitrary constant a and label If A has no constants, choose an arbitrary constant a and label the node the node 
with ({with ({A},{aA},{a})})
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Systematic formal construction rules (2/2)Systematic formal construction rules (2/2)
Inductively applying Inductively applying ofeofe of the following rules of the following rules in the order in the order 
givengiven
1.1. If If U(U(ll) is a set of literals and ) is a set of literals and γγ––formulas which contains a formulas which contains a 

complementary pair of literals {p(acomplementary pair of literals {p(a11,,……,,aakk), ), ¬¬p(ap(a11,,……,,aakk)}, mark the )}, mark the leafleaf
closed xclosed x

2.2. If If U(U(ll) is ) is notnot a set of literals, a set of literals, choosechoose a formula A in a formula A in U(U(ll) which is not a ) which is not a 
literalliteral
1.1. if A is an if A is an αα--formulaformula or or ββ--formulaformula, do the same as in propositional calculus , do the same as in propositional calculus 

with with C(C(ll’’)=)=C(C(ll))
2.2. if A is a if A is a δδ−−formulaformula, create a new node , create a new node ll’’ as a child of as a child of ll and label and label ll’’ with with W(W(ll’’) ) 

=   ((=   ((U(lU(l))--{A}){A})∪∪ {{δδ((aa)}, )}, C(l)C(l)∪∪{a{a}) where }) where aa is some constant that does is some constant that does not not 
appears in appears in U(U(ll)  )  

3.3. Let {Let {γγ11,,……,,γγmm} } ⊆⊆ U(lU(l) be all the ) be all the γγ––formulasformulas in in U(U(ll) and let ) and let C(C(ll) ={a) ={a11,,……,,aakk}.  }.  
Create a new node Create a new node ll’’ as a child of as a child of l l and label and label ll’’ with with 

W(lW(l’’) = () = (U(lU(l) ) ∪∪ ΥΥi=1..m,j=1..ki=1..m,j=1..k{{γγιι(a(ajj)},C(l)})},C(l)}
If If U(lU(l) consists only of literals and ) consists only of literals and γγ––formulas and formulas and U(lU(l) does ) does notnot contain a contain a 
complementary pair of literals and complementary pair of literals and U(lU(l’’) = ) = U(lU(l), then mark the leaf as open ), then mark the leaf as open 
O.O.
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Completeness Completeness 
ThmThm 5.34 (Completeness) Let A be a valid formula.  Then 5.34 (Completeness) Let A be a valid formula.  Then 
the systematic semantic tableau for the systematic semantic tableau for ¬¬A closesA closes

ThmThm 5.32 Let b be an 5.32 Let b be an openopen branch of a systematic tableau and U = branch of a systematic tableau and U = 
UUnn∈∈b b U(nU(n).  The U is a ).  The U is a HintikkaHintikka set.set.
LemLem 5.33 (5.33 (HintikkaHintikka’’ss lemma) Let U be a lemma) Let U be a HintikkaHintikka set.  Then there is set.  Then there is 
a model for Ua model for U

Proof:Proof:
Let A be a valid formula and suppose that the systematic tableauLet A be a valid formula and suppose that the systematic tableau
for for ¬¬A does A does notnot close.close.
By By ThmThm 5.32, there is an open branch b 5.32, there is an open branch b s.ts.t. U = U. U = Unn∈∈b b U(nU(n) is a ) is a 
HintikkaHintikka set.set.
By By LemLem 5.33, there is a model 5.33, there is a model II for U.  But for U.  But ¬¬A A ∈∈ U so U so II ²² ¬¬A A 
contradictingcontradicting the assumption that A is validthe assumption that A is valid
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Finite and infinite modelsFinite and infinite models

Def 5.35 A formula of the predicate calculus is Def 5.35 A formula of the predicate calculus is purepure if it contains no if it contains no 
function symbolsfunction symbols
Def 5.36 A set of formulas U has the Def 5.36 A set of formulas U has the finite model propertyfinite model property iffiff

U is U is satisfiablesatisfiable iffiff it is it is satisfiablesatisfiable in an interpretation whose domain is a in an interpretation whose domain is a 
finite set.finite set.

ThmThm 5.37 Let U be a set of pure formulas of the form5.37 Let U be a set of pure formulas of the form
∃∃xx11 …… xxkk ∀∀yy11……yyll A(xA(x11,,……,x,xkk,y,y11,,……,,yyll) where A does not contain any ) where A does not contain any 
quantifiers. quantifiers. 
Then, U has the Then, U has the finite model propertyfinite model property..

During the construction of semantic tableau, the set of constantDuring the construction of semantic tableau, the set of constants will be finite s will be finite 
ThmThm 5.39 (5.39 (LowenhiemLowenhiem--SkolemSkolem) If a ) If a countablecountable set of formulas is set of formulas is 
satisfiablesatisfiable then it is then it is satisfiablesatisfiable in a in a countable domaincountable domain

For example, formulas that describe For example, formulas that describe real numbersreal numbers also have a also have a countablecountable
nonnon--standard model!!!standard model!!!

ThmThm 5.40 (Compactness) Let U be a countable set of formulas.  If 5.40 (Compactness) Let U be a countable set of formulas.  If all all 
finite subsetsfinite subsets of U are of U are satisfiablesatisfiable then so is Uthen so is U


